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Abstrakt 
 Pre návrh konštrukcie Hall-Heroultového elektrolyzéra s predĺženým životným 
cyklom je potrebné porozumieť uhlikovým materialom, ktoré sa  poživajú na výrobu katódových 
blokov tak ako aj porozumieť správaniu sa sodíka pri elektrolýze hliníka. Penetrácia sodíka 
a elektrolytu do vnútra katódových blokov spôsobuje rozpínanie materiálu a šírenie trhlín 
v katódových blokoch, ich zdvíhanie, konverziu uhlikových materiálov a v najhoršom prípade 
až roztrhnutie katódy. Tieto deje majú rozhodujúci  vplyv na životnosť elektrolyzéra 
a v najhoršom prípade môžu viesť k jeho znefunkčneniu. 
 Minimalizovanie penetrácie sodíka do uhlíkových materiálov katódových blokov bolo 
predmetom skúmania celého radu výskumných úloh. Ich cieľom je znížiť   rozpínanie týchto 
materiálov a v k v konečnom dôsledku  predĺžiť životný cyklus katód. Najviac známa metóda na 
zvýšnie odolnosti uhlikových katódových blokov voči penetrácii sodíka je použitie prímesi  
diboridu titánového(  TiB2) v uhlíku. Diborid titánový sa môže nanášať ako tenká povrchová 
vrstva na katódu alebo sa z neho môžu výrábať kompozitné materiály na báze uhlík – TiB2. 
 V članku je uvedený stručný súhrn spôsobov zlyhania katódy následkom penetrácie 
sodíka spolu s niektorý mi návrhmi na zlepšenie vlastností katódových blokov. Takéto katódy so 
zlepšenými vlastnosťami a s predĺženým životným cyklom prispievajú nielen k zníženiu 
nákladov na výrobu hliníka, ale pri ich použití sa znižuje aj zaťaženie životného prostredia 
odpadom z použitých katódových blokov.  
 
 
Abstract 
 To design a Hall-Héroult cell with a prolonged lifetime, it is necessary to understand 
the properties of the cathode carbon material as well as the behavior of its sodium content and 
the contacting electrolyte under the prevailing electrolysis conditions. Penetration of the carbon 
cathode material by both sodium and the electrolyte results in various adverse effects, including 
cathode swelling and crack propagation, cathode heaving, carbon conversion and cathode 
disruption. These effects all have decisive negative influences on the cell lifetime and in many 
cases could, in the worst cases, lead to cell destruction and serious process economic losses. 
 A lot of research to minimize the sodium penetration into the carbon cathode block, 
thereby minimizing the effect of cathode swelling has been carried out. Among others the most 
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known technique – and one which much effort has gone into – is the utilization of titanium 
diboride as coating on carbon cathode materials and carbon – titanium diboride composites. 
 A concise overview of the cathode failure phenomena, caused by sodium penetration 
into the cathode carbon block material, is provided, along with some suggested methods for 
carbon cathode block improvements, so that the life time of an aluminum electrolysis cell is 
prolonged, and the expense of aluminum production reduced, in addition to lessened impact of 
the “spent” potlining on the environment. 
 
Key words: Hall Heroult cell, Carbon Cathodes, Sodium penetration, Cathode treatments 
 
 
Introduction  
 The life time of today’s Hall-Héroult cell is usually considered to be minimally 
satisfactory at > 2000 days, but the industry aim is to obtain lifetimes of 3000 - 4000 days or 
longer [1]. Cell life is usually determined by the extent of damage caused by the interaction of 
carbonaceous lining materials with the sodium bearing melt and this defect is most frequently 
responsible for discontinued production. After cell start up, sodium from the melt is absorbed by 
the carbon cathode and the lining wetting conditions become changed, thereby allowing the 
electrolyte to penetrate the carbon cathode. Electrolyte penetration continues until the solidus 
temperature zone in the carbon refractory lining is reached and the melt start to solidify. The 
penetration of both sodium and electrolyte into the carbon materials causes various cathode 
defects, e.g. swelling and crack propagation, cathode heaving and disruption, and carbon 
conversion . These effects could, in the worst cases, lead to cell destruction and production 
shutdown. The subsequent cell delining, repair and relining, and reinstallation/start up of the 
repaired cell, all represent substantial extra expense for the aluminum producer. Therefore such 
plant failures, leading to costly cell shutdowns/replacements, need to be prevented. Hence, it is 
therefore in the best interests of aluminum producers to achieve longer service lives for their cell 
carbon lining blocks. 
 
 
Aluminum production 
 Aluminum is conventionally manufactured by an electrolytic reduction process 
conducted in Hall-Héroult cells (see Figure 1), wherein alumina is dissolved in a bath of molten 
cryolite (Na3AlF6, with additions of AlF3, CaF2, MgF2 and LiF). This is then electrolyzed at 
temperatures of around 960 °C. Cryolite is characterized by the so called, cryolite ratio (CR = 
mol NaF / mol AlF3). The higher the CR, the more basic is the bath, while the lower it is, the 
more acidic is the bath. The characteristic CR value used in the aluminum industry lies between 
the values of 2.2 and 3.0 [2, 3]. 
 Aluminum electrolysis cells are typically comprised of a steel shell, supported by 
cradles, with an initial refractory insulating materials lining, this in turn is provided with 
the carbon lining that usually contacts/contains the molten bath, aluminum and/or ledge (frozen 
bath). One or more anodes, usually made of carbon, are inserted into the molten cryolite and 
connected to the positive pole of the direct current power source. The negative pole of the direct 
current supply is connected to the carbon lining at the cell base. Molten aluminum, resulting 
from the electrolytic reduction reaction (1), collects on the cell carbon base as a molten pool 
acting as the true cathode, into which additional electrolyzed aluminum deposits. A portion of 
this liquid pool is periodically removed (siphoned) and collected as the molten product of the 
electrolysis process. 
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 Carbon from the anode is steadily consumed, as may be seen from reaction (1), 
therefore it has to be replaced during regular anode exchanges when its volume declines. 
 
 2Al2O3 + 3C = 4Al(l) + 3CO2  (1) 
 
 

 
 

Fig.1 Cross-section of a modern pre-baked anode, aluminum reduction cell [4]. 
 
 
Materials used for carbon cathode blocks 
 The carbon cathode is often referred to as the most important part of an Al electrolysis 
cell. The carbon part of the cathode consists mainly of prebaked or graphitised carbon blocks, 
made from carbon aggregates that are joined together with a binder phase such as coal tar pitch 
(the residual fraction from the distillation of coal tar,  the coal tar itself being a by-product of 
coal carbonisation [5]). The carbon blocks are then joined and held together in correct placement 
by a carbonaceous “seam mix”. Sorlie and Oye [6] have described the various factors 
influencing the eventual cathode quality; these are among others the filler material, binder 
properties, baking temperature, real and bulk densities, total porosity, electrical resistivity, ash 
content and the sodium expansion property. Steel current collectors are inserted into grooves 
carved into the bases of the blocks while layers of refractory and insulation bricks are installed 
beneath the blocks and form the foundation to the cell superstructure. The refractory and carbon 
lining materials are all contained within a rectangular outer steel shell.  
 
 
Classification and properties of the carbon cathode blocks 
 The cathodes used in today’s aluminum industry may be divided into three          
groups [6; 7]: 

• Monolithic cathodes – where the entire carbon lining body is built up by ramming a 
plastic paste into place. This method has the advantage of low installation costs but is 
less important today, due to the difficulties in obtaining a defect-free lining after the 
heating/baking process when there is the release of large amounts of tarry matter-fumes 
and emissions of polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) during the baking stage. 
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• Cathodes made from prebaked carbon blocks of predetermined design, with paste 
rammed into the joints and seams between and around them. Even though the lining’s 
weakest parts are these inter block seams, this method is still the one most commonly 
used in the industry today. 

• Glued, semi-monolithic cathodes – carbonaceous parts are made almost entirely from 
prebaked materials, with the possible exception of a narrow peripheral joint. The 
prebaked blocks are initially machined to provide a good fit prior to gluing. This is the 
most advanced design used in the industry nowadays. This type of construction is not 
widely used in its pure form but a compromise one, using a peripheral seam, is. 

 The International Committee for Characterization and Terminology of Carbon defines 
different qualities of the carbon materials that may be more or less graphitic. On this basis Sorlie 
and Oye [6] have proposed classifications, for the cathode carbon materials used in aluminum 
industry, as follows: 

• Graphitized: Both the aggregate and the binder phase forming the cathode block are 
made of graphitizable materials and are heat treated, usually to > 3000 °C, thereby 
yielding a graphitic material. 

• Semi-graphitized: Both aggregate and binder are made of graphitizable materials and 
are heat treated to about 2300 °C.  

• Semi-graphitic: The aggregate is (pre)graphitized, but the block (binder coke) is baked 
only  to ~ 1200 °C. 

• Amorphous: The block is heat treated to about 1200 °C and hence the filler material 
(mainly anthracite) is either not graphitized or is only partly graphitized, due to small 
amounts of graphite contained in the aggregate. This group can be further subdivided 
into:  

a) Gas or kiln calcined anthracite (GCA): the anthracite agreggate is only mildly 
calcined and no graphitization occurs.  

b) Electrocalcined anthracite (ECA): The anthracite is electrocalcined and some 
material is graphitized, due to the process conditions 

c) Amourphous carbon with graphitic additions, 20-70 wt% of dry aggregate. 
 
 Table 1.1 A qualitatvive comparison between various properties of the three main types of carbon cathode blocks [8] 

Comparative properties Anthracite Semi-Graphitic Graphitized 

Price 1 1.2 1.3 

Abrasion resistance excellent good poor 

Thermal shock resistance acceptable very good excellent 

Thermal conductivity moderate high very high 

Electrical resistance    

-room temperature:- high low very low 

-pot temperature medium very low very low 

Bending strength adequate adequate adequate * 

Swelling/sodium adsorption adequate low very low 

 * Does not deteriorate during electrolysis 
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Table 1.2 Various physical properties for the three main types of carbon cathode blocks [8,9]. 

Grade / property Unit Anthracite Semi-Graphitic Semi-graphitized 

Raw material basis     

Anthracite (ECA)  70% 0% 0% 

Graphite  30% 100% 100% 

Petroleum coke  0% 0% 0% 

Real density kg/m3 1850 - 1950 2050 - 2106 2050 – 2190 

Apparent density kg/m3 1500 - 1580 1600 – 1700 1550 - 1650 

Open porosity % 15 - 18 15 - 20 20 

Crushing strength Pa 22x106 - 31x106 23 x106 - 30 x106 21 x106 - 35 x106 

Young’s modulus Pa 7 x109 - 11 x109 6 x109 - 9 x109 5 x109 - 7 x109 

Bending strength Pa 6 x106 - 10 x106 8 x106 - 15 x106 6 x106 - 13 x106 

Specific electrical resistance Ωm 25 x10-6 - 50 x10-6 13 x10-6  - 30 x10-6 11 x10-6  - 18 x10-6 

Coefficient of linear thermal expansion m/K.m 1.9 x10-6  – 3.8 x10-

6 1.8 x10-6  – 3.4 x10-6 2.5 x10-6  - 3.8 x10-6 

Sodium expansion % 0.4 – 1.5 0.25 – 0.5 0.03 – 0.5 

Thermal conductivity (at 30 °C) W/K.m 8 - 17 22 - 50 32 - 115 

Ash content % 2.5 - 10 0.3 – 1.2 0.3 – 1.0 
 
 

Sodium generation 
 Under normal process conditions of the electrolysis, sodium is formed at the electrode 
(cathode), either by primary charge transfer reaction or due to the stabilization of “free” sodium, 
reaction [6]: 
 

 Al(l) + 3NaF(melt) = 3Na(C) + AlF3(melt) (2) 
 
 Reaction (2) is shifted towards the right hand side, even though it has a slightly 
positive ∆Go value. This results from the fact that sodium is not actually present at unit activity 
during cell operation. Since metallic sodium is present in the carbon, the reaction proceeds to the 
right as long as the carbon matrix is not saturated with sodium and the sodium activity rises to 
unity. From equation (2), it can be seen that sodium activity will depend on the CR value, i.e. the 
higher the CR, the greater will be the amount of the generated sodium appearing in the carbon 
cathode block [6].   
 The electrolyte at the cathode/electrolyte interface is thus richer in NaF than in the 
bulk electrolyte since sodium ions migrate preferentially towards the cathode. Hence, the 
activity of sodium in the boundary layer at the cathode will be be higher than may be expected 
from the existing local electrolyte composition [2].  
 
 

Main mechanism for sodium penetration of the carbon cathode lining 
 The carbon cathode is one of the most important parts of the overall electrolysis cell. 
This component undergoes enormous changes in its mechanical properties, due to sodium 
penetration during the start-up phase and in routine operations. As is well known from long 
aluminum production process experience, only a small amount of metal is produced during the 
early stages (first few weeks after start up) of new cell operations. During this period, 
considerable amounts of Na2CO3 have to be added to the cell to maintain the required electrolyte 
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CR value. The most likely way for this bath sodium deprivation to occur is via its penetration 
into the carbon cathode block, thereby resulting in one of the most important reasons for failures 
in reduction cell. 
 Two main mechanisms have been proposed for the penetration of sodium into the 
cathode lining. Dell [10] has suggested a vapor transport mechanism, based on the observation 
that sodium initially enters those parts with greater porosity when the temperature is greater than 
the boiling point of sodium (883 °C). Sodium vapor can totally degrade carbon materials in just 
few hours [11]. On other hand, a diffusion mechanism has been proposed by Dewing [12], for 
the penetration of sodium through the carbon lattice and grain boundaries of the cathode 
material. In this work, the author has proposed that the rate of advance of the sodium penetration 
front inside the carbon is proportional to the square root of time. The diffusion coefficients for 
sodium in various types of carbonaceous materials have been reported to lie in the range of 1 – 6 
x 10-5 cm2/s [11, 12, 13]. Zolochevsky et al. [14] have provided an overview of diffusion 
coefficients for sodium in materials selected for the use in the cathode.  
 The above mentioned mechanisms for the sodium penetration phenomena are 
currently still in some doubt. Even though the diffusion mechanism seems to be the more 
probable one, both mechanisms must still be taken into consideration. Nevertheless, it can be 
modelled by applying Fick’s laws of diffusion, and by considering the process as a diffusion one 
originating from a constant concentration source [6]. Solution of the Fick’s law equation then 
yields: 
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where, Ci, assumed to be constant during the process of electrolysis, is the concentration of the 
diffusing species at the interface x = 0; Cx is the concentration of diffusing species at depth x at 
time t; C0 is the constant initial concentration. 
 
   
Sodium-Carbon intercalation compounds 
 Carbon intercalation compounds are formed by the insertion of foreign atoms between 
two layers of carbon. The energy source driving the process lies in the transfer of the electron 
between the sodium atom and the valence ∏ band of the carbon. The Fermi level of carbon must 
be of such a magnitude as to energetically favor the charge transfers from the Na electron. 
Therefore, one can say that only “poor” forms of alloys could be formed in graphitic materials 
which have higher Fermi levels, whereas “richer” forms may be formed in anthracitic materials 
possessing lower Fermi levels [6, 7, 9, 15].  
 For a long time, the richest sodium intercalate compound synthesized was found to be 
NaC64 [16]. Later, richer Na compounds were able to be prepared and formed at temperatures 
between 150 – 400 °C and it was reported that small amounts of impurities also favoured the 
formation of intercalants [17]. A good overview of the sodium – carbon intercalation compounds 
can be found in the paper of P.Y. Brisson et al [18].  
 The fact that carbon forms intercalation compounds with migrating sodium atoms, as 
previously mentioned, is believed to precipitate changes in the wetting behaviour of carbon 
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material towards the electrolyte, making it more likely to penetrate the carbon through the pores 
and cracks of the cathode [19]. This effect, among others, changes the carbon mechanical 
properties, causing disruption and swelling of the carbon cathode material that, in the extreme 
case, results in failure of the electrolysis cell. It is apparent that any method employed to reduce 
the rate of the sodium penetration, as well as increasing the strength of the cathode material, will 
be of value for enhancing cell life. 
 
 
Carbon cathode expansion 
 The mechanism set out above for the sodium carbon intercalation may equally be 
used to explain the carbon cathode volumetric expansion. The so formed intercalate compound 
diffuses into the carbon material, accompanied by an expansion normal to the crystal planes. 
Each peripheral penetration can thus be considered as a short crack opening-up between the 
atomic carbon layers. There will thus be tension created normal to the atomic layer structure at 
the base of the crack. If the tension rises to a sufficient degree, the crack will be propagated 
catastrophically throughout the interlayer plane, breaking down the bonding of inter carbon 
atomic layers. [15]. 
 As mentioned earlier, it has been shown that the velocity of sodium penetration 
decreases with the increasing degree of graphitization. This in fact means that the extent of 
cathode swelling will reach its highest values in amorphous cathode blocks and its lowest values 
in graphitized ones. Factors that most influence the sodium penetration and therefore the carbon 
cathode swelling effect include, the current density (higher current density leads to higher 
sodium activity near the cathode surface, i.e. higher penetration velocities for sodium entering 
the cathode, according to reaction (2)). The CR value, when increased, also increases the sodium 
penetration since more NaF content is then present to increase the sodium activity in the bath 
[13, 19, 20, 21, 22,].  
 

 
Fig.2 Rapoport and Samoienko modified test apparatus [24], 1-Transducer, 2- Boron nitride rod, 3- Inconel steel cathode 

extension, 4- Graphite crucible (anode), 5- Furnace, 6- Cryolite melt, 7- Test specimen (cathode), 8- Boron nitride 
disk, 9- Gas inlet 
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 Richard E. Nolan [23] studied the influence of a LiF modified bath and showed that 
the relative swelling effect with the LiF modified bath decreased with increasing proportions of 
LiF because of the reduced sodium activity in the melt bath. The exact opposite effect is seen 
with KF additions; the K+ ion has a larger atomic radius than sodium and therefore exerts a 
stronger gap widening effect on the carbon material planes.  
 For the purpose of making carbon cathode expansion measurements, Rapoport and 
Samoilenko [20] designed an apparatus that is in principal still in use to this day. Figure 2 
illustrates a similar version of this apparatus. 
 The effects of compressive axial stress on the carbon cathode have been examined by 
several authors [20, 25, 26, 27] and they have described the reduction in the expansion effect 
when axial stress is applied to the top of the sample, before the electrolysis process starts. 
Reference [28] explains this phenomenon through a slipping mechanism, promoted by sodium 
between the graphene layers, and in reference [25] by a localised crushing effect within the 
weakest structural parts. The stress levels applied during these tests by [25, 28] were too low to 
explain the expansion reduction by local crushing only. The most probable mechanism 
explaining the reduction, achieved in the observed sodium swelling due to axial compressive 
stress, is “creep”. Hop [9] has demonstrated that creep of carbon at high temperatures is very 
important and is more intensive when the sample contains sodium.  
 
 
Some proposed solutions for improved cathodes  
 Problems associated with the penetration of sodium into carbon cathode materials 
have been extensively studied and discussed in the literature. As described previously, the 
graphitic carbons are more resistant to alkali metal attack than are amorphous ones, but these 
resistant forms of carbon are relatively more expensive. On other hand, the use of cheaper, low-
density carbons is also ruled out because they are, among other problems, excessively attacked 
by sodium. Numerous literature proposals and patents have been presented for increasing the 
resistance of carbon cathode materials to sodium penetration.  Nevertheless, not one of these 
alternates is yet well accepted and utilized in the industry.  One of the most studied has been the 
utilization of TiB2 or another of the so called, “refractory hard metals” (RHM), when used as 
tiles or as sprayed coatings, the wettability of the cathode surface by liquid aluminum is 
enhanced and thus the cell’s electrical resistivity is lowered. Liquid aluminum could then act as 
a barrier to sodium penetration of cathode carbon by reason of the generation of a layer of 
molten aluminum over the cathode surface. With enhanced surface wettability, a drained cell 
design may be used, along with decreased anode cathode distance, leading to decreased cell 
electrical resistivity and therefore reduced overall energy consumption by the electrolysis cell.  
 One of the processes utilizing RHM is described in the U.S. Pat. No. 3,400,061 [29], 
of Lewis et al. The authors propose an electrolytic cell, constructed with a drained and wetted 
cathode, wherein the cathode surface consists of a mixture of RHM(s), containing at least 5 wt% 
carbon and generally 10 to 20 wt% pitch binder. This mixture is then baked at a temperature of 
approximately 900°C or higher. Higher degrees of dimensional, than previously available 
materials have been achieved by this patented development. This type of composite cathode 
coating material may be conveniently rammed into the bottom of the cell. The technique has not 
yet been widely adopted, due to the composite material’s susceptibility to attack by the 
electrolytic bath. 
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 U.S. Pat. No. 5,310,476 [30] describes a technique for the production of a protective 
refractory coating on a substrate of carbonaceous materials, by applying a micro-pyretic reaction 
layer, deposited from a slurry containing particulate reactants in a colloidal carrier, on the 
substrate, and then initiating a micro-pyretic reaction.  The slurry is preferably applied in several 
layers, the first layer(s) to facilitate adherence and later layer(s) to provide protection. These 
may include some preformed non-reactant materials.  
 Another process, described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,093,524 [31] of Payne, introduces an 
improved method for bonding TiB2 and another RHM to a material such as graphite or silicon 
carbide, wherein aluminum carbide is formed “in situ” at the interface between the RHM and a 
substrate, maintained at near cell operating temperature. The bonding is accelerated by passing 
electrical currents across the surface, resulting in a thin aluminum carbide bond layer. The 
surface is made from TiB2 tiles, 0.3 to 2.54 cm thick. The large difference in the thermal 
expansion coefficients between such RHM tiles and the carbon precludes the formation of a 
bond that will be effective at both room temperature and at cell operating temperatures. It should 
be kept in mind that since the bond is not formed until high temperatures are achieved, tiles may 
be readily displaced during cell startup. However, aluminum and/or electrolyte attack on the 
bond results in rapid deterioration of the cell lining and disturbance of cell operations if the tiles 
are either initially installed too far apart or, too close together and the installation thus may thus 
deform (“bulge out” from original position) at operating temperature. Therefore this electrode 
concept has not been extensively utilized to date. 
 WO/93/25731 [32] discloses a technique for applying a protective surface coating of a 
refractory boride (e.g. as TiB2) to the carbon component of an aluminum production cell. The 
“protective coating is applied as a colloid slurry of particulate borides applied in several layers, 
with a drying operation being performed between each layer”. 
 U.S. Pat. No. 5,320,717 [33] presents a method for the bonding of RHM or other 
refractory composites to the carbon cathodes of electrolytic cells, using a  colloidal slurry 
comprising of particulate RHM in a colloidal carrier selected from colloidal alumina, yttria, and 
ceria as a refractory “glue”, formed between the bodies and the cathode. The slurry is dried to 
bond the bodies to the cathode; the dried slurry acting as a conductive, thermally matched 
“glue”, which provides excellent bonding of the bodies to the cathode  
 DE-A-23 05 281 [34] describes a process for production of cathodes by applying a 
coating or an overlay of molten or highly sintered, dense RHM to a surface. Borides, nitrides, 
carbides and silicides of the transition metals, of groups IV to VI of the periodic table are used 
as RHM. This coating is obtained, either by heating the RHM to temperatures ~ 2200 °C / 2300 
°C, or by direct plasma spraying onto the cathode surface. 
 U.S. Pat. No. 6,645,568 B1 [35] discloses a process for producing a refractory coating 
of at least 80 wt% TiB2 content, with a thickness of from 0.1 mm to 1 mm, a porosity of not 
more than 10% by volume and an oxygen content of less than 1% wt.  Such a coating should be 
applied on the substrate surface by plasma spraying in an inert atmosphere, i.e. virtually or 
completely free of oxygen, with appropriate metallic powder(s) being added to the spray 
powder. 
 Moltech Company [36, 37] describes a “Tinor” aluminum-wettable cathode coating. 
This coating is made from a TiB2 powder slurry and colloidal aluminum hydrate binder. 
Laboratory tests made with this coating material containing TiB2 have revealed that carbon 
cathodes so prepared show decreased sodium penetration and improved dimensional stability. 
Tinor becomes a hardwearing cathode surface, preventing cathode surface erosion and formation 
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of aluminum carbide. Tinor fills the pores at the carbon cathode surface and inhibits the 
penetration of cryolite into the electrode. 
 However, as has been pointed out in the work of Oye et al. [38], penetration of 
sodium into a TiB2 coated cathode is only slowed by the means where the carbon pore structure 
becomes filled with stagnant aluminum layer(s) and therefore, the reaction /penetration limiting 
step becomes the diffusion of sodium through the aluminum film. 
 Several proposals have been made to re-design the cell “bottom”, making use of 
alumina or similar refractory material to thereby minimize the amount of carbon used for the 
cathode; see U.S. Pat. No. 5,071,533 [39] and U.S. Pat. No. 5,135,621 [40]. However, in 
utilizing the designs mentioned in the patents, these only reduce the level of problems connected 
with the carbon; remaining carbon linings are still subject to attack by sodium. 
 There have also been several proposals utilising a cell bottom made entirely of 
alumina refractory material, with embedded cathode current composite feeders, using metals and 
refractory hard materials; EP-B-0 145 412 [41], EP-A-0 215 555 [42], EP-B-0 145 411 [43] and 
EP-A-0 215 590 [44]. However, commercialization of these designs has been hindered, due 
principally to the high cost of the refractory hard materials and to fabrication difficulties in 
producing large pieces of such materials. 
 Richard E. Nolan [23] studied the penetration of sodium salts into cathode carbon 
under the influence of a LiF modified bath. It seems to be reduced by comparison with a non Li-
modified bath, but only just after cell start up and at the end of the cathode life, there is probably 
little performance difference between the ultimate composition of the spent potliner. The relative 
swelling effect with the LiF modified bath decreased with increasing proportions of LiF. 
 By a report of Newman et al. [45], it has been found that carbon samples impregnated 
with Li vapours at 950 °C are less affected by exposure to sodium penetration than are the 
untreated specimens. Sodium penetration into cathode material treated with Li was greatly 
reduced. The depth of Na penetration in the treated material was less than about 1/3 that of 
comparable, untreated samples. 
 U.S. Pat. No. 5,378,327 [46] describes pre-treated carbon cathode(s) for aluminum 
production having improved resistance to penetration by molten electrolyte, i.e. penetration by 
sodium and penetration by cryolite also. The invention proposes  improved lithium pre-treated 
carbon cathodes, using a form of lithium that reacts with carbon with a consequent lowering of 
the carbon expansion. This treatment could be made up of an aqueous solution of lithium acetate 
or by a treatment in a molten Li salt mixture. The pre-treatment may take place prior to, during 
or after forming the cathode but before use in the aluminum electrowining cell. 
 El-Raghy et al. [47] have proposed a modified carbon with reduced open porosity, by 
impregnation with a high carbon yield resin. Modified carbon samples adsorbed lesser amounts 
of electrolyte, had lower sodium contents and hence lower electrical resistivity and lower 
thermal conductivities.  
 
 
Conclusion 
 In spite of the many above mentioned and other references, it can be seen that there is 
still great need to study, under simulated Al electrolysis conditions, the behavior of Al cell 
cathode blocks, produced under various conditions, from various precursor materials and using 
various pre-treatment techniques. It appears that TiB2, and composite materials and coatings 
derived from this material appear to be the most promising of a wide range of materials 
considered, but it is still not clear yet how to use it in the most optimum way.  
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 The aim of today’s research in this field is, among other objectives, to describe the 
process of sodium and electrolyte penetration into the cathode block, phenomena that are still 
not well understood. Improvements in the carbon cathode materials employed, in terms of 
increasing their resistivity toward sodium penetration and thus increasing the life times of 
carbon cathode blocks, are also high priority R & D items. 
 This means that in order to increase the life period of carbon cathode blocks, more 
experimental work is needed because, by prolonging the lifetime of the cathode materials and 
installations, not only is a notable process expense saved for aluminum producers but the 
environment will also benefit. Presently, this is being polluted by the Al industry by-product 
materials, such as spent potlining, a matter that should be of primary interest to all of us as 
beneficiaries of the utility of Aluminum in its many forms.  
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